
 

The Maven Letter: May 7, 2021 
 

Gold Decided to Play Along. Mega Mailbox. Full Portfolio Table. Portfolio Updates from Banyan, Benchmark, 
Compass, Kuya, Oro X, Ridgeline, Rokmaster, Sassy, Tarachi, and Telson.  

 

Thanks all for your understanding on the delay. It’s hard to get back on track if I don’t get the Letter out on 
Wednesdays because I generally fill my Thursday schedule with meetings – I can’t write on Thursdays after 
doing so all day Wednesday! – so there’s no time on Thursdays to finish up. And so here it is, Friday, before I 
get this out the door. 

This week I have a short look at the last few days – it’s been pretty great! – before jumping into a big Mailbox 
section. Quite a few questions, several of which required lengthy answers. 

In the last few days I’ve had a few great catch-up calls, with Generation Mining (TSXV: GENM) and Vangold 
(TSXV: VGLD). I’ll write those up for next week.  

This week’s Portfolio Updates section includes comments on Tarachi Gold’s (TSXV: TRG) drill intercept, which a 
few of you asked me about, as well as on news from Banyan, Benchmark, Compass, Kuya, Oro X, Ridgeline, 
Rokmaster, Sassy, and Telson.  

There aren’t many stocks bolded in the Full Portfolio Table as I’m not buying much right at the moment. With 
gold, copper, silver, and palladium ripping higher and a new Biden administration plan to support for US 
nucleal plants supporting uranium, a good number of our holdings have jumped of late (Orezone up 14% 
today, UEC up 30% in the last two weeks, Generation Mining up 17% in two weeks, Montage finally up 45% in 
recent weeks, Sassy up 67% in two weeks after finally bottoming I hope, Tarachi up 44% in a week, and Vizsla 
up 22% in a week and up 53% since late March). I’m happy to hold. 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Gold Decided To Play Along 
 

Gold popped yesterday, stepping up $30 
an ounce for no obvious reason and then 
just holding that new above-$1800-per-oz. 
level like it was nothing. 

Would that I had an explanation for you, 
but I don’t. I really have no idea what 
pushed gold yesterday. I could throw out 
some guesses but that’s all they would be.  
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This morning it took another step up, the rationale for which is likely the giant miss in the US jobs report. April 
was expected to add a million jobs; the actual number came in at 266,000. Diving in surfaces theories about 
supply chain issues (manufacturing jobs are down because supplies chains are chocked up, not because 
demand is lacking) but the details don’t really matter. What matter is the Fed is focused on getting GDP 
growth up and unemployment down, ideally to 2%. With vaccine rollout putting more people back in the job 
market, April’s job creation miss put unemployment back up to 6.1%.  

The Fed pays attention to three metrics when deciding what to do about interest rates: GDP growth, 
unemployment, and inflation. Inflation has been the talk of the town for the last while, which has boosted 
bond yields, helped value stocks, and pulled the US dollar down. It had also sparked worry that the Fed would 
raise rates sooner rather than later, which works against gold. 

But the Fed is very unlikely to roll back any of its market supports, including ultra low rates, until 
unemployment is back at a more palatable level. That’s especially true when inflation remains moderate. Yes 
it’s rising, but it’s not even close to dramatic. Long story short, a job miss supports the Fed maintaining zero 
interest rates and that supports gold.  

Copper has also been running, which underlines that investors are paying attention to the growth/inflation 
argument. And I mean really running: copper just bested its previous all-time high price of $4.58 per lb., set in 
2011, when it hit $4.64 per lb. yesterday.  

Palladium is also rocketing higher, hitting US$3000 per oz. on Wednesday. Here’s how that looks in context: 

 

The commodities argument is catching fire. I see articles in mainstream media on the coming commodities bull 
market every day. Here’s an interview with Richard Adkerson, Chairman and CEO of Freeport McMoRan, 
which is the world’s largest copper producer. Running major mining companies requires conservatism. Doing 
so for several decades, through multiple bear and bull cycles, encourages the same. And yet in this interview 
the experienced and conservative Adkerson is jittery with excitement over what’s to come for copper.  

Commodities run when strong demand runs up against weak supply. That condition is met. Strong demand 
happens in a growth environment, which usually means inflation is also on the table. Inflation expectations are 
undoubtedly rising as are readings (albeit more slowly), and the piles of post-COVID stimulus spending support 
more. Another check. Inflation erodes yields, bringing real rates down against nominal rates…and when 
interest rates are zero, it means real interest rates are negative and falling. That’s the key to fueling a gold bull 
market.  

The conditions are all in place. Things won’t rise straight skyward from here (because markets just don’t do 
that) but I think the trend is clear. Big forces – nominal bond yields ramping higher and the weak seasonality 
of March and April – worked against gold of late but the yellow metal staged a catch-up in the last few days. 

https://www.cnbc.com/video/2021/05/05/freeport-mcmoran-ceo-on-outlook-for-copper-amid-its-record-run.html
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As I’ve said before, you can try to trade the fluctuations or you can build a portfolio with the kinds of 
exposures you want for a broad metals bull market and then ride it out. The latter is the camp for me. ‘Ride it 
out’ doesn’t just mean hold blindly; it means trading based on forces specific to each stock if you hold juniors 
(not a consideration if you hold majors), but not based on day-to-day changes in the price of copper or gold or 
what have you. 

That’s my two cents.  

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Mega Mailbox 
 

In addition to your regular reports I have been listening to several technical people online - Chris 
Vermuelen and Steve Penny especially. Both talk about their % allocations in various stocks and 
groups.  They are very transparent.  

You have been very good at sharing where you buy-in and your holdings.  I was wondering if you could 
share at some point about your own portfolio in terms of focus.  

 % in gold explorers 
 % in gold developers 
 % in junior gold 
 % in sr. gold 
 % in silver explorers 
 % in silver developers 
 % in silver miners 
 % in  royalty 
 % in uranium 
 % in copper 
 % in base metals 
 % in other 

Or, some variation of this.   

-- Reader WJ 

I was recently interviewed by a fellow for his Wellness blog. He’s producing content for millennials and 
younger about all aspects of wellness; he talked to me for a financial wellness perspective.  

Naturally, one of the questions was portfolio allocation. “What percentage of a portfolio do you think people 
should have in precious metals? What percent do you have?” 

My answer was: those are two completely different questions!!  

I have 100% of my portfolio in metals, miners, developers, and explorers (not all precious metals, let me be 
clear, but in metals). That’s right for me but of course it is not at all right for most others! to have 100% in 
metals only makes sense for me because (1) it is the area on which I spend 100% of my time and where I have 
extensive knowledge and (2) I believe we are heading into several very strong years for metals. I’m also 
relatively young so risk is still on the table. One hundred percent portfolio allocation to this sector only makes 
sense for others in about the same situation.  
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I think that much is apparent to most. I also realize that’s not what you were asking…but I start with that 
because how to allocate the metals component of one’s portfolio among the various opportunities you outline 
involves similar considerations. 

Explorers are high risk bets. Miners are leverage plays on the metal. Each are also more - explorers can also be 
area and people plays, miners can also be growth or cash flow plays - but the starting points for each are very 
different. Explorers are highly individual, their share prices moving up and down dramatically based on results, 
liquidity (or lack thereof), and financing pressures. Miners offer leverage to the metal(s) they produce, which 
means they move much more as a group; their portfolio of operations and projects also means that individual 
pieces of news usually have limited impact.  

Those differences mean that investors have to track explorers in which they are invested closely. It takes time 
and commitment. The same is not true of miners - they hardly need to be followed at all. All the stocks in 
between require in-between amounts of attention. The same can be said for knowledge. It takes pretty deep 
knowledge to understand all the factors that contribute to an explorer’s potential. It takes notably less 
knowledge to invest in a major miner, or a fund of major miners, to get leveraged exposure to a metal. 

This all means that the most important factors in determining how to distribute one’s portfolio in terms of 
stage of company are depth of knowledge and how much time one has/wants to commit to tracking and 
acting on news.  

The other spectrum in your list is metals, by which I mean spreading one’s portfolio among precious metals, 
base metals, uranium, and others. Again, there’s no one-size-fits-all answer. In this decision, the biggest 
determinants are how much one wants to trade (versus buy and hold) and whether one has distinctly different 
outlooks for the various metals.  

On the trading front, each metal has its seasonal patterns that can be played. stepping back, over the course 
of a bull market each metal runs and pauses/steps back, and then goes again. Traders can play these patterns. 
But it’s important to note that it’s not easy to do so. it takes time and focus. By contrast, investors position for 
a big-picture bull market and then don’t sweat the steps along the way.  

On the different outlooks front - that’s each to his/her own. I am particularly bullish on copper, PGEs, silver, 
and gold. I have exposure to uranium because when it inevitably goes it will go CRAZY, but it’s impossible to 
know when that will happen. I think nickel, zinc, iron ore, and other battery metals will also do well but I see 
smaller upside (or, for the small market battery metals, I just dislike the opaqueness and volatility of those 
small markets).  

As for my allocations… 

Stage Portfolio Allocation 

Pre discovery 29% 

Discovery growth to PEA 42% 

Mine planning to building 10% 

Single mine operator 2% 

Midtier or major operator 5% 

Royalty 12% 
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Metal Portfolio Allocation 

Gold 57% 

Silver 12% 

Copper 11% 

Zinc 2% 

Uranium 5% 

PGEs 3% 

Mix 10% 

I should note that my allocations are less the result of a grand plan than the result of what opportunities 
cropped up when. If you are in fully invested in and focused on this space and if high risk is fine, then portfolio 
design ends up a mix of two factors: a plan for what kind of exposure I need (across metals and company 
stages) and a result of what opportunities I see and jump into.  

I had not actually compiled these numbers until just now, in response to your question. And looking at them: I 
should have probably have more operator (single asset or larger) exposure and I need to up my PGE and 
copper counts, at the expense of my gold exposure.  

 

 

I was wondering if you could comment on your thinking when considering the IRR of a mine. If you 
consider the allowed uncertainty in a PEA of +/- 30% (or whatever), then if you have an IRR of under 
30%, are you in danger of the project being worthless? Could you expound on how you think about this 
problem? I've been a big fan of Troilus Gold, but I'm concerned that the NPV of a relatively low IRR 
project such as this is particularly sensitive to cost increases. 

-- Reader TB 

 

Great question, with a lot of factors at play 

I think the most important factors here are scale of project, PEA quality, and the interplay between inflation 
and metal market performance. 

On scale: big projects have lower IRRs. It just costs more to build a mine producing 200,000 or 250,000 oz a 
year than one kicking out 90,000 oz a year. And since capital costs are integral to IRR (it being the percentage 
return the project is supposed to generate, against investment required), the high capex needed to build big 
mines means lower IRRs.  

The thing is, no one builds a big mine to operate for a short period of time. And no one builds a big mine that 
will have high operating costs. Big mines are built for their longevity and relatively low costs.  

Of course, low costs feed into the IRR equation but longevity does not (because cash flows past about 10 years 
in the future are so discounted that they contribute very little). And while low costs help an IRR, the need to 
repay capex in those first years reduces the help.  

All this to say: we should all understand that big operations cannot generate high IRRs. A small mine might be 
able to spit out a 40% IRR or better, especially if the mining method is simple, strip or dilution is minimal, and 
a simple, small process facility will do the job. Big operations certainly have to make money but the IRR bar is 
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lower. For a small operation, I want IRR of at least 30%, especially in a PEA-level study. For a large operation, I 
can stomach down to 20%. For context, major miners these days demand at least 18% IRR. 

That brings me to the second point, which you summarized nicely: the margin of error around these numbers. 
you are right that PEAs, on the whole, are not particularly accurate. I’ve discussed this before. PEAs have to 
use a lot of assumptions because, as the very first look at what a mine tapping a particular deposit might look 
like, they are done when information is limited. Resources are inferred, metallurgy is preliminary, geotechnical 
and hydrology work hasn’t begun, costs are guesses, and engineering doesn’t exist. They are dream sheets, a 
veneer of a mine plan draped over a new deposit, held up by a bit of information and a whole lot of 
assumptions.  

That said, PEAs are not created equal. A PEA is as reliable as the people who did it. That refers to two groups 
of people: the independent geologists and engineers who actually did the report and the management team 
at the junior company who provided direction. There is a wide range for both groups, from conservative to 
optimistic, from realistic to splashy, from unwavering to easily pushed. It’s impossible to know all the people 
and independent geologic consultancy firms in the game, which means it’s hard to know just from that where 
the PEA falls on the spectrum. But a bit of digging can reveal a lot. Start with metal price assumptions - the 
higher, the more questionable. Then look at costs: the price to mine a tonne of rock should be similar to that 
at nearby and comparable mines. Then look at discount rate: 5% is unacceptable for a PEA, 8% is common (if 
arguably low), and 10% is conservative.  

There are lots of other checks that can be done but those should give you a sense of whether a particular PEA 
is more dreamy or more realistic.  

Bringing these two points together - usually the teams advancing larger projects are more conservative than 
those with smaller assets, because large projects require more patience and because the point of advancing a 
large project is to attract interest from a major miner, who see right through dream sheets. So again: larger 
assets will often end up with lower IRRs than smaller assets because their studies are more conservative.  

You also noted your worry that the “NPV of a relatively low IRR project such as Troilus is particularly sensitive 
to cost increases.” Fair enough. We all like high margin projects because they carry more room for error, 
including inflation. One of the key reasons that major mining companies peg their required IRR at the 
seemingly low level of 18% is that their models put projects through the wringer. Such models these days 
might assume lower metal prices alongside higher costs (no matter that inflation usually correlates with rising 
metal prices), significant cost margins (30% contingency anyone?), and slow timelines. (As you might guess, 
junior explore-co’s publishing PEAs to showcase a new discovery tend to make much more optimistic 
assumptions.) Harsh assumptions make sense, though, especially because big mining companies are only 
interested in big assets, ones that will be in production for decades. Given that mining markets cycle bull to 
bear and back again ever ten years or so, it’s guaranteed that a mine operating for 30 years will have to 
endure a wide range of metal prices and cost inputs! That’s why majors use harsh assumptions. In return, they 
‘only’ expect IRRs in the 20% range.  

Finally, a comment about cost increases brings up what else would be happening in a rising-cost environment. 
Inflationary pressures are spreading across the global economy. I can’t find it now but last week I saw inflation 
talk in S&P 500 company earnings calls charted and - guess what? - it’s jumped dramatically in the last three 
months.  

Inflation certainly hurts miners - they have to pay more for energy and labour and tires and parts and so on. 
But inflation is very often correlated with rising metal prices, especially in the first half of an inflation cycle 
before interest rates start rising in opposition. Should such a correlation hold up (and I would expect it to), 
then metal prices should gain alongside costs.  
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When that setup last manifested, in 2009 to 2012, miners did NOT benefit - but not because costs rose more 
than metal prices. Miners failed to benefit because they made all kinds of terrible decisions in the last bull 
market, most driven by a desire to produce more metal costs be damned (rather than to make more money). 
This time around, I think mining companies are highly focused on making money, which means they should be 
able to navigate the cost-opportunity balancing act better. 

OK, this is getting very long!  

Let’s look at Troilus to sum up. Troilus’s PEA outlines a mine producing 246,000 oz. gold a year for 22 years. 
Using a base case gold price of US$1,475 per oz., the mine plan carries a $576 million post-tax NPV and 
generates a 23% IRR.  

Those numbers work for me. I get they aren’t splashy but a 23% IRR at US$1475 gold, post tax, on a PEA that I 
see as using conservative assumptions works for me - given that this is a big project. Were Troilus suddenly in 
production tomorrow, it would be the fifth-largest gold mine in Canada on a ounces-per-annum basis.  

What about capex? It’s not bad. This chart helps with context. The x-axis is life of miner gold production; the y 
axis is initial capex. Troilus’ scale is evident from its limited competition on the right side of the chart…but for 
that level of output it is inexpensive to build.   

Concluding thoughts: 

 Optimistic PEAs certainly carry 30% uncertainties. Conservative PEAs, while still uncertain, hit closer to 
the mark (20%?) 

 Rising costs will absolutely eat away at IRRs and NPVs. The reason to invest in miner and development-
stage mining projects then requires a view that metal prices will rise alongside 

 Large projects cannot generate splashy IRRs because of their substantial capex requirements. What 
large projects can do, though, is attract attention from large miners. Big mining companies need to buy 
or build big mines to stay big in the future. It’s very hard for juniors to advance large assets in sideways 
or down markets, so they often stall out. As a result, when big miners start looking for big assets to buy 
there usually are not many available.  

 While investors, to generalize, want IRRs in the 30%-plus range, mining companies take a long-term 
approach. they apply conservative/harsh assumptions around metal prices, costs, and timelines to 
ensure a mine could be viable through mining’s cycles. viable means remaining profitable, or 
generating something like a 18% IRR.  

 Troilus is somewhat unique. The project can support a large mine but the existing infrastructure means 
the capex is not huge. That’s attractive. Troilus is also not focused on building a mine right now. The 
PEA proves that the asset makes sense, which was important in helping the market understand the 
new approach to this project. But the company is now focused on exploration, not only to add ounces 
but to make the mine even more economic (easy or efficient ounces as per the mine plan). Since this 
work seems to be bearing fruit, the mine plan could improve from here. 

 

 

First, I did not sell Pure Gold when you did. I figured that any breakdowns would be repaired as needed. I 
thought the commercial production would happen as they projected. Are they having other problems? 

BMO has a 23.00 price target for Great Bear. Is that reasonable? 

Do you have an opinion on BTU, Great Bear’s neighbor? 
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-- Reader GW 

 

The Lassonde curve showing how valuation changes as a project moves from pre-discovery to discovery to 
resource delineation to mine planning to permitting and engineering to building and finally operating…it’s 
fundamentally correct but it isn’t likely a surprise to say that it’s oversimplified.  

 

The main simplifications are: 

 How smooth the curve: the chart converts its point well, which is that discovery excitement drives 
dramatic value gains, that investors abandon projects during the long years of engineering and 
permitting, and that interest returns when a mine is actually getting built and production is nigh. That 
is all true. The thing is, along the way valuations actually spike and dip all the time, pushed around by 
discovery achievements and setbacks, financing needs, metal price cycles, seasonality, and so on. So 
the smooth red line should actually be a squiggle resembling an erratic heartbeat 

 The reality of mining: the chart shows valuation rising as a project achieves production and then 
declining only when the deposit is depleted. Again, that is very simplified. Even on a simplified chart 
like this, the second peak should have a dip right after initial production - because it is incredibly 
common for mines to stumble upon startup.  

In the case of Pure Gold, it was a common thing: the realities of mining got in the way of high expectations.  

I think it’s fair to say it’s not Pure Gold’s fault. I mean, it is, but the thing about mines is that they have to be 
planned and built based on extrapolating information from drill holes, which represent a tiny part of the 
deposit actually being mined. There’s no way to test these plans other than to start mining. Pure Gold had 
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done all it reasonably could do to be prepared - it had drilled to reserve confidence (probably about 12-metre 
spacing throughout the reserve) and had bulk sampled - but it got hit with over break.  

Overbreak is when a blast to mine ore ends up breaking up far more of the unmineralized wall rock than 
intended. That ‘over break’ then mixes with the ore, diluting the grade. This kind of challenge is more 
manageable when a mine is well developed and thus has multiple stopes that can be mined, but that’s not 
how it works with a new mine. Instead, new mines have only a few stopes, which means they’re stuck with 
what they’ve got until they can develop more underground workings. This limited flexibility compounded the 
challenge for Pure Gold because they encountered a non-mineralized dike (imaging a sill or shoot of post-
mineral rock cutting through the deposit) right in the area of the second stope, which diluted the mined grade 
even more.  

The Madsen feasibility study assumed a mill head grade of 7 g/t gold in year one. Overbreak and that dike 
meant the mine was actually sending rock averaging only 2 g/t gold to the mill.  

They are fixing the problems. They will use less long hole mining and more cut-and-fill, which should mean less 
over break, and they are focusing on modelling the dikes. They are also bringing stope development forward 
in the mine schedule and even adding an East Ramp, as more stopes are only useful if you have enough ramp 
capacity to move rock out.  

OK, so those are the geologic details of what has been happening. I should note that other aspects of the 
operation have performed well, the mill in particular, where throughputs and recoveries are exactly as 
expected.  

It is very common for mines to stumble when they start. They may trip over metallurgy, or ground conditions, 
or inaccurate deposit models, or failure to model the hydrology (water flow) properly, or mill design failures, 
or the list goes on. The thing is, companies borrow money to build mines and the clock on repayment ticks 
loud. There is usually only limited room for error before repayments start to rear up. 

Pure Gold was staring down that gun barrel. That is why they added US$20 million in debt with Sprott Private 
Resource Lending in late March and then did a $17-million financing. Had the mine performed as planned, 
they would have been repaying debt, not taking on more…but the mine didn’t perform as planned and so they 
needed more cash.  

With this cash in the bank, significant flexibility now in the mine (two ramps and a dozen active ore heading), 
and an amended mine plan (changes to how stopes are blasted and focus on cut and fill), I would hazard to 
guess that the worst is now behind. Responding to the challenges and having the cash to do so are the keys.  

Pure Gold’s share price started to drop in December, just as it delivered its very first ore to the mill. That was 
of course well before anyone, even the folks at Pure Gold, knew this was coming. So rather than the price 
dropping on ‘inside knowledge’ that the mine was struggling, it looks to me like the market realized (1) it had 
let PGM’s valuation get a bit ahead of itself and (2) the odds that a new underground mine would struggle 
were high.  

If the fixes work (and they could well do so), PGM’s share price should certainly recover to some extent. It will 
be harder for the price to rise now than it was before the mine was operational because gains now have to 
stem from clear, repeatable operational success, which takes time and diligence. In the run-up to production, 
gains were mostly about speculation and momentum.  

 

Let me now answer your other questions much more succinctly! 

I’ve discussed the challenge in valuing GBR at length. The Dixie discovery is incredible for its seeming scale, 
consistency, grade, and layout (some part at least should be open pitiable), all in an ideal mining locale. The 
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GBR team is now running seven drill rigs to flesh out a maiden resource for the LP Fault before year end. So 
the LP Fault is a relatively new discovery, one without even an initial resource estimate, and yet GBR trades 
like a permitting story, with drill results rarely moving the needle and retail investors leaving while institutions 
buy in. 

It all makes GBR hard to value. If more-of-the-same drill results barely matter, what will matter to the market? 

That resource estimate will matter. It’s still months out, but estimates for it range wildly, from 2 to more than 
10 million ounces. Giving a high end valuation ($150 per oz) to that larger end (10M oz) of that range gives a 
valuation of $1.5 billion. At today’s share count, that would mean a share price of $28. ($150 per oz is high on 
the range of values given to in-the-ground gold counts, but the location and seeming mine-ability of Dixie 
would merit high end).  

The gold price and overall investor interest in gold matters. Here GBR’s status as the No 1 gold discovery in the 
market matters, as it should attract attention from generalists looking for gold exposure.  

And a takeout offer would matter. As i’ve said before, I think a takeout would have to offer at least 30% above 
market to fly and more (50%?) if the gold market heats up just a little.  

50% above today’s price would be $21.60.  

I was asked about BTU many times about a year ago, when LP Fault was a new discovery. Back then I actively 
disliked BTU because its main angle was proximity to Dixie (its project is called Dixie Halo). Looking through its 
presentation now, it’s clear they have done a lot of good work in the last year to create valid targets on their 
property. I haven’t gone through the data enough to have an opinion of worth on those targets. I will say that I 
do not have particular interest in Dixie Halo for potential to host LP Fault mineralization, based on my 
understanding of why the LP Fault exists and how Great Bear’s geologists (Chris Taylor and Bob Singh) 
theorized its existence and modelled its limits. That doesn’t mean there isn’t gold potential on the Dixie Halo 
property. As I said, they have been doing the right kinds of work and there are gold grains in the till, so there 
could be something there. But I am not interested in it as ‘another Great Bear’. 

  

 

I bought some Mexican silver explorers.  Most are doing pretty well.  I noticed you choose to sell some 
companies if they disappoint by not moving in a certain period of time.  I admit that I have not been 
flexible enough in that I just sit with a story if I think it has potential.  Anyway, my Defiance Silver shares 
are doing terrific, but my Kootenay shares have dropped back almost to where I bought them.  So, my 
question is 3 fold.  Should I sell my Kootenay and fold the money into Defiance or say put the money 
into EXK a producer or send it into the gold column with somebody like Liberty, who I also like? Is there 
enough of a good story at Kootenay so that when the silver price moves up again, it might 
perform?  And I know you don't have a crystal ball...  I'm just asking your opinion, but also asking if 
there might be a hidden flaw at Kootenay that I can't see.  Thanks, many times over for your time...and 
skills. 

-- Reader PL 

 

Every sell decision is individual. In selling Brigadier and Norra Metals, I outlined my logic. With Brigadier it was 
more about not having or communicating a clear story. With Norra it was about completely failing to get 
anything done. I say that just to point out that I don’t have a particular time frame in which I need a stock to 
perform.  
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Of course, the flip side of that is that time is money. Money invested in a stock that’s going nowhere fast could 
be generating returns elsewhere. So time does matter.  

That brings me to your comment that it’s a failure to “just sit with a story” if you think it has potential – but 
that’s not true. Holding a stock through ups and down can make a lot of sense as long as results continue to fit 
with your investment thesis.  

I am no expert on Kootenay Silver, but I spent some time with their information to write this response. 
Kootenay has discovery potential at two projects (current drilling) plus silver leverage from its two other 
projects, which have resources. I would say it’s best classed as a leverage play, with exploration potential. 

Since rising with silver in the middle of last year it’s been sideways to down for KTN. Not knowing the story 
particularly well, I can’t see specific reason for the slide other than that the company raised $7.5 million in late 
August at $0.40, with a half warrant. Those $0.40 shares came free to trade in late December and financing 
sellers could well have contributed significantly to the January slide (they would have been selling at a loss to 
retake their cash and just hold the warrants).  

I don’t see a hidden flaw with Kootenay. Its biggest weakness is a high share count, which just means less per-
share gain for any advancement that adds to the valuation.  

The decision is, of course, yours. Being part explorer and part leverage play can be seen as either a strength or 
a weakness for Kootenay. It’s a strength if the market gives credit for both the defined resources and the 
exploration potential, or of course if the exploration effort bear fruit. It’s a weakness if the market isn’t strong 
enough to give credit for multiple things or if exploration doesn’t work out well.  

Stocks that do not combine the two things are simpler. Endeavour, for instance, is a silver producer and 
therefore offers leverage to the price of silver. Straightforward. Defiance has two projects to understand but 
it’s still a clear path forward, albeit one influenced by both silver and copper-gold. 

So: if you want to remain in silver, I would suggest you decide what you want. Do you want an exploration 
story? Then Kootenay is it, of the ones you listed. Do you want exploration and development? Then Defiance. 
Or do you want production? Then Endeavour. 

Whether to rotate to gold depends on what else is in your portfolio and how you feel about your overall 
exposure. 

 

 

One thing I've never gotten a full handle on is geophysical terms. When you have time, would you mind 
emailing me back with some answers to the following questions: 

Chargeability highs/lows; resistivity highs/lows; magnetic highs/lows--What does each (i.e., 
chargeability, resistivity, magnetism) tell you about the ground below? 

Does it change the interpretation if something is a "high" or a "low," or do both just mean "anomalous 
from normal" and therefore of interest? 

What dictates whether a company does an airborne survey or a ground survey? 

-- Reader EA 

 

I’m going to cheat a bit in answering this question…by pasting in an article I published early 2020 :)  
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Exploration Explained: Geophysics 

  

Geophysical surveys are one of the primary tools explorers use to decide where to put those critical drill holes, 
by generating valuable information about the physical properties of the rocks below the surface.  

The discovery of many ore deposits, now major mining operations, can be traced back to the decision to sink a 
drill hole into a promising geophysical target. There was a great example in late 2002 when Ivanhoe Mines 
drilled a hole on the Oyu Tolgoi project in southern Mongolia to test “a broad induced polarization high”. It 
intersected more than 600 metres of copper mineralization and became the discovery hole for what is now 
the Hugo Dummett deposit, one of the world’s largest and highest-grade gold-copper porphyry systems. 

Geophysical surveys are carried out from the air using a plane, helicopter, or even a drone, or from the ground 
using an array of sensors and vehicles on land, or by sending a geophysical probe down a drill hole. 

All geophysical survey methods measure physical rock properties such as density, magnetic properties or 
electrical conductivity. The data they collect tells us about the conditions under which the rocks formed, the 
variety of minerals present, how densely packed those minerals are, and how they may have been altered.  

I’ll cover alteration in another Explainer article soon but, in short, alteration minerals form when hot fluids 
move through a rock, changing the primary minerals to secondary minerals. These fluids pick up chemical 
elements as they move and then re-deposit them elsewhere, where chemical or pressure and temperature 
changes make the conditions right. Mapping these alteration minerals can be very useful as rich ore zones are 
often small but can be zeroed in on by mapping out the ‘halo’ or ‘footprint’ of altered minerals around them. 

Certain geophysical survey methods are better suited to particular minerals, geological settings, landscapes, 
and deposit types. Here are some highlights of the main geophysical survey types used in mineral exploration. 

  

Gravity surveys measure rock density 

Gravity surveys identify areas of high density below the ground by detecting changes in the earth’s gravity. 
They are used to delineate important structures, such as faults or intrusions, or identify areas of relatively 
dense minerals, such as massive sulphides, chromite, iron ore, some stock-works, and barite deposits. On the 
other hand, weathered kimberlite, the source rock for diamonds, is low density and appears as a gravity low.  

  

Magnetics measures the magnetic susceptibility of rocks 

Magnetic susceptibility surveys – often called “mag surveys” - measure how rocks respond to the earth’s 
magnetic field. They detect the amount of magnetic minerals, particularly magnetite, in a rock. Only a few ore 
minerals are magnetic, but alterations zones, those bleached haloes around the mineralization, often contain 
magnetic minerals such as iron oxides e.g. hematite, maghemite, limonite, and some sulphides such as 
pyrrhotite. 

Mag surveys are probably the most versatile and widely conducted geophysical methods applied in mineral 
exploration. Often regional airborne magnetic surveys are conducted over large areas by public geoscience 
organisations, like national and provincial geological surveys, with the data provided free of charge to the 
public. Junior explorers and majors alike rely on these to perform grassroots exploration in new areas. 

  

Electrical techniques measure rock conductivity, resistivity and chargeability 
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Explorers use a huge variety of survey methods and instruments to study the electrical properties of rocks. 
These generally involve injecting an electrical current into the ground and using a receiver to measure how 
well, or how poorly, the current flows through the subsurface after the current is turned off.  

Electrical survey methods measure different electrical properties in the rock. 

·      Conductivity: Rocks and minerals that allow an electrical current to flow through them are known as 
conductors. Some of the best conductors are veins, stringers, or massive sulfide bodies of copper or nickel ore 
where the connected sulfide minerals act like an electrical wire. 

·      Resistivity: Rocks that are poor conductors are known as resistive. Areas of electrical resistivity often 
correspond with zones of alteration such as the silicic alteration in the core of porphyry deposits. 

·      Chargeability: If a rock can hold charge, like a battery, it has high chargeability. If for example a rock contains 
many tiny, disconnected blebs of sulfides within more resistive minerals, it will have a high chargeability 
response because the sulfide minerals store up the electrical charge but struggle to dispel it when the current 
is turned off. Copper porphyries and some low-grade nickel deposits are ideal chargeability targets. 

Electromagnetic (EM) surveys measure conductivity and resistivity, too, but use a different method. Drill hole 
EM surveys help to locate strong conductors like nickel and chrome, or massive sulphide ore bodies situated 
further away from the drill hole. 

  

Pros and cons 

The biggest pro for geophysical surveys is that they are non- or only minimally invasive. An airborne magnetic 
survey, for example, requires permission from landholders to fly back and forward over an area for days or 
weeks, collecting data, but valuable information is collected over hundreds of kilometers with zero ground 
disturbance.  

Depending on the method chosen, geophysical surveys can produce an image of the subsurface a few 
centimeters to several kilometers deep. How useful those images and maps really are, though, depends on the 
people collecting and working the data.  

Choosing the geophysical survey that is best for the terrain, budget, geological setting, and deposit style is 
challenging. Having an experienced geophysicist on the exploration team, or trusting a reliable geophysical 
contractor, is key to a project’s success. Often this expertise is lacking. 

The right expertise leads to careful geophysical survey design using all the available data, which is vital. It’s 
also vital that the right expertise is employed to process and interpret the data afterwards. The right survey 
done correctly, processed properly, interpreted carefully, and ground-truthed where possible can generate 
invaluable information. When care and expertise is lacking…geophysics can be little more than coloured blobs 
on a corporate presentation! 

  

 
If time permits what is your professional opinion on the latest news release from Sokoman Minerals 
(TSXV: SIC). It would appear that New Found Gold (TSXV: NFG) dominates the conversation in 
Newfoundland as you are probably aware but these people are adjacent to NFG and seem to be doing it 
right. 

-- Reader RM 
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I was wrong on Sokoman as a speculation. Several people asked me about this stock last year. I talked to the 
company, went through the information, and came out unimpressed. They had been working the same project 
for years and seemed to have made little progress. To boot, they did not tell a clear story about what they had 
done and were doing and why. 

From what I can see that remains the case but two things have changed. The first is, as you note, NFG’s ever 
increasing popularity. The second is Eric Sprott investing in SIC.  

With those two factors in play, SIC is attracting tonnes of attention for reporting results similar to what it had 
been reporting for the last three years. The geology remains hard to understand based on what they provide 
(there’s not a single cross section even though this is a vein and splay system with lots of drilling).  

I don’t understand the current share price move, to be honest. 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Full Portfolio Table 
 

Stocks in bold and marked with an asterisk (*) I am buying now (adding to my position). Note that I am not 
buying much at the moment, as many stocks jumped today.  

 

Company Ticker 
Entry 
Date 

Entry 
price 

Cost base 
% 

position  
Price 
today 

Change 

                

Mine Developers 

Northern 
Vertex 

NEE.V, 
NHVCF.OTC 

18-Feb-20 $0.75    100 $0.39  -48% 

Strong Nevada exploration team with pre-discovery project merged with Northern Vertex to 
bring exploration prowess to underexplored Moss mine. Move took market by surprise but it 
does make sense 

Orezone 
Gold  

ORE.V, 
ORZCF.OTC 

13-Jun-18 $0.81    100 $1.14  41% 

Under construction gold project with scale and strong economics, and a team that has 
successfully built many mines. Value gains ahead whether ORE builds or gets bought  

Telson 
Mining * 

TSN.V 24-Feb-21 $0.30    100 $0.48  60% 

Turnaround story: new finance package and people will allow Telson (which market had 
written off bcs of debts) to finish building gold mine, turn zinc mine around, and make $. 
Should re-rate significantly  

Uranium 
Energy  

UEC.NYSE 21-Jun-15 $1.72    100 $3.34  94% 

Ready to ramp up low-cost output into developing uranium bull market that will likely offer a 
premium for US output. One of few clear bets for uranium 

Feasibility-Stage Projects 
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Erdene 
Resources 

ERD.T, 
ERDCF.OCT 

08-Jan-17 $0.86  
$0.36 (add @ $0.24, 

COVID) 
200 $0.34  -6% 

Advancing dual tracks: develop BK (first gold by late 2021) and keep exploring. Exploration 
ongoing and returning new high-grade zones! 

Advanced Assets (PEA or Pre-feasibility) 

Adventus 
Mining * 

ADZN.V; 
ADVZF.OTC 

07-Apr-21 $1.00   100 $1.24 24% 

Pushing El Domo deposit into production ASAP so that this high grade, open pit copper 
project can feed the copper bull market. Also exploration upside around El Domo and at 
two other projects (Piliji and Santiago). Lots of cash. Share price hurt by Ecuador election 
(now over) and fund that exited.  

Fireweed 
Zinc 

FWZ.V 01-Jun-17 $0.80  
-$0.57 (sold half 
$1.67; COVID) 

25 $0.89    

Mac Pass is a standout zinc project. Summer drilling returned long intercepts from  Boundary 
zone, which is now dramatically increasing the scale of any Mac Pass mine. 2021 will see 
Boundary fleshed out (good odds of major resource boost plus testing new targets) 

Generation 
Mining  

GENM.V 20-Nov-19 $0.19  $0.10  50 $1.03  930% 

Unique PGM + copper asset: large resource in great location with grade and scale upside. PEA 
returned robust numbers. Feasibility study underway (due early 2021); exploration too. Price 
rising as investors rotate back to PGEs after COVID scare 

Integra 
Resources 
* 

ITR.V; 
ITGR.NYSE 

06-Nov-17 $0.90  
$2.58 (COVID; 

rollback) 
100 $3.74  45% 

PEA outlined good, large mine already. Favoured jurisdiction, strong treasury, exploring for 
high grade, updating PEA with much bigger mine plan 

KORE 
Mining  

KORE.V, 
KOREF.OTC 

27-Mar-19 $0.23  $0.29 (COVID) 100 $1.06  266% 

Advanced heap leach Imperial project (permitting story) plus PEA-stage Long Valley project 
with exciting potential. Fundamental value, potential for splash, lots of news 

Kuya Silver 

KUYA.C 08-Oct-20 $1.42   33 $2.22 56% 

New company pushing the Bethania mine in Peru back into production, with plans to expand. 
Low cost, near term silver producer; strong team; tight stock.  

Montage 
Gold  

MAU.T 27-Jan-21 $0.97   100 $0.95 -2% 

3M oz open pit deposit in Cote d'Ivoire being advanced rapidly to development by high 
caliber team. New deal, undervalued, catalyst rich 2021.  

Newcore 
Gold 

NCAU.V 
27-May-

20 
$0.36  $0.61 (tranches) 100 $0.61  0% 

Advancing the PEA-level Enchi gold project in Ghana: resource growth, testing new targets, 
updating economics and mine plan. Neglected asset getting focused attention for first time. 
Top tier management.  

Revival 
Gold 

RVG.V, 
RVLGF.OTC 

30-Oct-19 $0.51    100 $0.73  43% 
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Strong team advancing historic asset to production in Idaho. Tight structure, strong capital 
markets capacity, looking for additional acquisitions. Upsized summer exploration plans after 
raising $13M - potential to demonstrate scale if raft of targets work. 

Rokmaster 
Resources 
* 

RKR.V 29-Dec-20 $0.45   100 $0.40 -11% 

2M oz resource in east-central BC. High grade, growing, and metallurgical issues now 
addressed. Market hesitant on balloon payment and met plans but I think both are fine and 
stock will shine once that realization catches on 

Tristar 
Gold 

TSG.V, 
TSGZF.OTC 

24-Jun-20 $0.30    100 $0.27  -10% 

PEA outlines a robust low-cost open pit mine with 43% IRR at $1250 gold and pre-feas due 
out in late 2021 will be markedly better. Renewed exploration effort very likely to find more 
of the same mineralization (1 g/t average) and could find a high-grade zone. 

Troilus 
Gold  

TLG.T; 
CHXMF.OTC 

19-Jun-19 $0.69  $0.765 (COVDI) 100 $1.12  46% 

Large open pittable gold resource at historic mine. PEA captured value; now keep expanding 
resource and testing regionally for additional discoveries. Clear Leverage-Plus stock in this 
bull market 

Vangold 
Mining 

VGLD.V, 
VGLDF.OCT 

17-Dec-20 $0.28   100 $0.57 107% 

El Pinguico mine was uber high grade but abandoned 70 years ago; no exploration since. 
Opportunity to chase known shoots to depth, find additional shoots, test other structures. 
Also significant stockpiled ore on surface and underground; Vangold dealt to buy neighouring 
El Cubo mill so will start producing in 2021.  

Exploration 

Banyan 
Gold 

BYN.V 17-Dec-20 $0.25   100 $0.21 -16% 

1M oz resource growing steadily at AurMac, a road-accessible project between two operating 
mines in Yukon. Inexpensive entry on expectation this team will double this open pittable 
resource by 2022. 

Benchmark 
Metals 

BNCH.V, 
BNCHF.OTC 

29-Dec-20 $1.07  $0.60 50 $1.44 140% 

Huge drill effort to prove up signficant gold resource at Lawyers project in BC. First resource 
due end Q1, PEA to follow, $25M exploration effort in 2021 will test long list of targets.  

Blue 
Lagoon  

Blue Lagoon  17-Dec-20 $0.69    100 0.59 -14% 

Small scale production imminent from previous operator's work. High potential to find high-
grade mineralization on multiple veins on very underexplored, road accessible project in BC.  

Canasil 
Resources 

CLZ.V 13-Jul-20 $0.15    100 $0.10  -33% 

First results from Candy vein a technical success; market wanted more. Ongoing work could 
provide. Now drilling LA Esperanza to expand discovery from years ago.  

Compass 
Gold 

CVB.V 10-Apr-19 $0.34  $0.355 (COVID) 100 $0.22  -35% 

Cashed up to drill test slew of targets backed by a few seasons of data. Seeking open pittable 
1-2 g/t gold in Mali. Could be 'boring' until that become apparent and then… 

EDGM.CSE 20-Jan-21 $0.25   100 $0.19 -24% 
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Edgemont 
Gold 

Exploring the Dungate project in central BC for a porphyry. Two good targets (via one historic 
hole with no assays but promising drill logs, geophysics, sampling, soils) on property road 
accessible, workable year round, gentle terrain. Low market cap at entry 

GFG 
Resources 

GFG.V 18-Oct-19 $0.18  $0.21  100 $0.16  -24% 

Multiple gold hits in a few drill programs at Pen project. Systematic approach to grassroots 
exploration. Holding through results from late 2020 program at least 

GGL 
Resources 

GGL.V 08-Oct-20 $0.18   100 $0.17 -6% 

Getting set to start drilling the high-grade oxide gold zone at Gold Point in Nevada. 
Opportunity to extend known high-grade shoots, explore around old stopes,and test other 
veins/areas. Strong technical team, tight share structure.  

Gold Basin 
Resources  

GXX.CSE 07-Apr-21 $0.33   100 $0.40 21% 

Under the radar company drilling with Gold Basin project in Arizona to confirm JORC resource 
and grow it. Good odds to define at least 1M oxide gold ounces in short order. 

Great Bear 
Resources 

GBR.V, 
GTBAF.OCT 

11-Dec-17 $0.29  
$0.48 (sold half to 

$0, COVID) 
50 $14.97  3019% 

GBR doing 300-hole program to define first resource at LP Fault as fast as possible. 10M oz. is 
likely. Race to resource before getting taken out 

Heliostar 
Metals * 

HSTR.V 30-Jul-20 $0.09  $1.35 (rollback) 100 $1.15  -15% 

Unga project in Alaska has four strong targets (high-grade vein, veins on surface ignored for 
40 years because bad drilling gave bad results, drill-tested high-grade beneath old gold 
mine left behind bcs polymetallic, and surface oxide gold zone). New management 
advancing with focus & funding; also brought in 3 promising Mexican projects 

HighGold 
Mining  

HIGH.V; 
HGGOF.OTC 

Spinout or 
$0.45 

$0.45  $0.41 (COVID) 100 $1.42  246% 

Drilled multiple targets at JT project. Goal: show there's significantly more potential than the 
current resource, through expansion AND multiple new zones. Strong contender for standout 
drill results (already some). Also drilling in ON throug winter 

IsoEnergy  

ISO.V, 
ISENF.OTC 

12-Dec-18 $0.40  $0.44 (COVID) 100 $3.11  607% 

Only junior with a high grade U discovery as uranium bull market gathers momentum. Tight 
structure amplifies response to news. Hitting high grade ahead of maiden resource 

Kodiak 
Copper * 

KDK.V 18-Dec-19 $0.35  $0  50 $1.67    

Major gold-copper porphyry discovery in second drill program at MPD. Will soon start 
30,000-metre follow up program aimed at expanding high-grade core south plus testing 
other very similar targets on property 

Liberty 
Gold 

LGD.V, 
LGDTF.OTC 

13-Apr-20 $1.15    100 $1.50  30% 

Rapidly growing a good oxide gold resource in Idaho. Well capitalized, good momentum 

Nevada 
Exploration 

NGE.V, 
NVDEF.OTC 

11-Oct-17 $0.33  $0.30 (COVID) 100 $0.16  -47% 

Stalking big gold under cover in Nevada. Have found what looks like a massive system; need 
to find the hot spot therein. Drilling now underway 

OROX.V 08-Oct-20 $0.80   100 $0.69 -14% 
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Oro X 
Mining 

Merging with Latitude Silver to become Silver X, focused on Nueva Recuperada mine in Peru. 
Operating zinc-silver mine with exploration upside and expansion potential. Corporate goal: 
add more silver assets. Paul Matysek involved.  

Osino 
Resources 

OSI.V 13-Apr-20 $0.69  -0.03 50 $1.24    

Gold discovery in Namibia under till. Potential for deposit of scale essentially at surface. 
Strong shareholder registry and team.  

Outcrop  

OCG.V, 
MRDDF.OTC 

12-Feb-20 $0.11  0 75 $0.30  200% 

Hammering the vein system at  Santa Ana with holes; great success thus far hitting repeating 
high-grade shoots along 14 km vein extent. 

Newrange 
Gold * 

NRG.V 21-Apr-21 $0.13   100 $0.14 8% 

New approach and IP data outlined 3 new targets at Pamlico project that are not hard-to-
find veins (oxide gold at surface, skarn area, and intrusion-related gold). All three will see 
drilling, as will new North Birth project in Ontario with evidence for iron formation gold. 

Norseman 
Silver 

NOC.V 20-Jan-21 $0.39   25 $0.36 -8% 

Emerging silver company with three exploration projects I west-central BC…but investment 
thesis is that this team will acquire one or more additional, more advanced silver assets. 
Small position for exposure to potential for this to become more 

Pan Global 
Resources  

PGZ.V, 
PGNRF.OTC 

18-Feb-21 $0.48   100 $0.60 25% 

Advancing a strong and potentially large VMS discovery at the Escacena project in Spain. Lots 
of room to grow, multiple similar untested targets (and VMS's occur in clusters), and 
surrounded by operating mines. Standout copper explorer 

Precipitate 
Gold 

PRG.V 25-Sep-19 $0.16  $0.135 (COVID) 100 $0.17  26% 

Optioned flagship PG project to Barrick (strong deal if it indeed hosts a discovery). Pivoted to 
explore nearby Ponton project; targets look good. 

Reyna 
Silver * 

RSLV.V 23-Sep-20 $1.05    100 $0.91  -13% 

Top tier technical and markets team with portfolio of Mexican silver assets. Two projects 
will be drilled 2021; potential for big success  

Ridgeline 
Minerals 

RDG.V 17-Aug-20 $0.55    100 $0.45  -18% 

New company with three high potential Nevada gold projects. Selena showing promise for 
surface oxide silver-gold; Swift and Carlin East are deep, high-grade targets. Well funded, 
strong backers, tight structure, cheap drill contract 

Sassy 
Resources 

SASY.C 08-Oct-20 $1.08   100 $0.60 -44% 

Foremore project in BC has multiple strong targets. New Newfoundland land position gives 
exposure to another hot district.  

Silver Tiger  

SLVR.V, 
SLVTF.OTC 

29-Dec-20 $0.51   100 $0.72 41% 

Serially successful team in finding and developing deposits in Mexico. El Tigre mine was 
insanely rich; remnant halo hosts 1M heap leachable gold eq. ounces. This will grow and PEA 
pending. Splash potential: exploring the rest of the vein system. 5 rigs turning 

PEAK.V 17-Aug-20 $0.90    100 $0.40  -56% 
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Sun Peak 
Metals 

Portfolio of VMS projects in Ethiopia being explored by a team that has made two major VMS 
discoveries in the same rocks in neighbouring Eritrea. Tight structure, strong backing, cashed 
up, many strong targets. Violent unrest has project on pause… 

Tarachi 
Gold 

TRG.V 08-Oct-20 $0.40   100 $0.36 -10% 

Mexico gold-silver explorer tht just bought the Magistral tailings and process plant - path to 
near term production, to create cash flow. Right team for the task 

Visionary 
Gold 

VLZ.V 20-Jan-21 $0.18   25 $0.18 0% 

Well structured & managed company diving into gold potential of Wyoming, which is littered 
with historic gold mines but has been ignored by modern explorers. Dipped a toe into this 
stock for its potential to become much bigger 

Vizsla 
Resources  

VZLA.V 09-Oct-19 $0.41    100 $2.14  422% 

Exciting high-grade silver discovery underway at Panuco project in Mexico. Multiple veins to 
test. Strong team, cashed up, momentum, 4 drills means constant news. 

Royalty Companies 

Empress 
Royalty * 

EMPR.V; 
EMPYF.OTC 

30-Dec-20 $0.54 0.13 66 $0.43 231% 

New royalty co with strategy focused on buying new royalties, in deals engineered by three 
strategic partners. Impressive management. 

EMX 
Royalty 

EMX.V, 
NYSE 

14-Nov-14 $0.86  $0.98  100 $4.36  345% 

Using cash to constantly build the portfolio: royalties, properties to prep and option out, 
strategic investments. Cash flows cover operations. Tight shareholder registry.  

 

Portfolio Updates 
 

Banyan Gold (TSXV: BYN; USOTC: BYAGF) 

As its 2021 drilling program to expand AurMac’s Powerline target continues, BYN has released very 
encouraging initial metallurgical results. I know met results can feel boring but the initial work to determine 
how gold (or whatever metal) can be recovered from a deposit is always important, and it’s especially 
important when the deposit is relatively low-grade because simple metallurgy can make a low-grade deposit 
work really nicely while complicated metallurgical needs can render it worthless. 

In this case, these first tests suggest that both the Powerline and the Airstrip deposits are leachable. 
Moreover, all kinds of mineralization – oxide, transition, and sulphide (!) – leached nicely.  

In detail: bottle roll tests yielded recoveries between 80% and 96%, for an average of 90%, on the Airstrip 
samples and between 86% and 92%, with an average of 89%, on the Powerline samples.  

It’s great to see that this resource is leachable, as that will help the project’s marketability as the drilling 
pushes the resource at AurMac toward BYN’s two-million-ounce goal. 

 

 

Benchmark Metals (TSXV: BNCH; USOTC: BNCHF) 
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If you want to advance a mining project in Canada, good First Nations relations are critical. That’s why the 
trilateral agreement BNCH just signed with three First Nation communities is important. With a resource 
estimate and PEA due in succession in the coming weeks, it’s vital that BNCH show that Lawyers has the 
needed community support to move the permitting process forward. With this new agreement with the Tsay 
Key Dene, Kwadacha and Takla Nations in place, the company appears to have the social license to keep 
developing and growing the Lawyers resource. 

 

 

Compass Gold (TSXV: CVB; USOTC: COGDF) 

Larry Phillips, CVB’s president and CEO, penned a letter to shareholders that nicely summarized the work it has 
done at Sikasso since December. The announcement is timed with the advent of the rainy season in Mali, 
which has stopped Compass’ work in its tracks in previous years. This year Compass was determined to have 
identified a target area deserving focused drilling well in advance of the rains, so they could build drill pads 
and thus be able to continue working through. As Phillips comments in his shareholder letter, they have done 
just that.  

 

Phillips’ letter gives a good synopsis of progress to date, its ongoing, prior-to-rainy-season air core programs 
and its deeper drilling plans (once the rain arrives) for the Massala West and Tarabala targets. I provide the 
link to the letter here for those interested in reading his full summary. 

https://compassgoldcorp.com/presidents-letter-to-compass-gold-shareholders-4/
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Kuya Silver (CSE: KUYA; USOTC: KUYAF) 

KUYA’s Kerr property in Ontario – a piece of the company’s Silver Kings Project – saw the commencement this 
week of a 2,500-metre (at a minimum) drill program. That effort will focus on testing for high-grade silver 
mineralization on and around four past-producing mines on Kerr, which are collectively responsible for 52 
million ounces of historic silver production.   

 

Kuya bought this project from First Cobalt, who explored in 2017 and 2018 but were focused on a theory that 
the system responsible for the high-grade silver-cobalt veins in this area would have also created disseminated 
cobalt mineralization. While that theory proved incorrect, some of their drill holes hit into high-grade veins 
(despite not targeting vein mineralization at all).  

These scattered hits add a modern layer to area’s history, which saw substantial mining but only to moderate 
depths and only on veins the outcropped somewhere. The area really has not seen modern exploration for 
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further vein mineralization but the fact that First Cobalt hit veins without trying suggests good potential to 
find more high grade. 

 

 

Oro X Mining (TSXV: OROX; USOTC: WRPSF) 

We got an update this week on Oro X’s merger with Latitude Silver to create Silver X Mining. Yes, this deal is 
taking a long time. After filing an amended NI 43-101 compliant report on the Recuperada project (new 
reports take time), the deal partners have now received conditional approval from the Venture exchange. 
There are still a few more steps to take before the merged entity comes to trade, something now expected in 
June (had been expected in early May).  

Recall that this team raised $14.1 million on the news of this deal. When it does come back to trade, it will be 
a Paul Matysek-advised silver vehicle targeting near-term production that could well offer leverage on rising 
silver prices in the back half of 2021, especially since I expect this team to lean into marketing.  

 

 

Ridgeline Minerals (TSXV: RDG; USOTC: RDGMF) 

A Phase 4 drilling program of infill and step-out holes is now underway on Selena.  

This is an exciting program. The first three programs at Selena focused on homing in on the best rocks. The 
results did so, revealing for sure that the Guilmette Limestone is the best host but that other stratigraphic 
interfaces also offer opportunity.  

Best results included 44 metres of 74 g/t silver equivalent, in oxide rock essentially at surface. That’s a good 
number – remember that leachable oxide mineralization at surface has a much lower bar for grade than the 
silver veins we’re used to seeing in drill results.  

A body of oxide silver-gold mineralization of this kind of grade at or near surface in Nevada will matter if it has 
some scale. Of course, higher grade is always better. And so scale and grade are the two goals.  
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Ridgeline is approaching the scale factor in two ways. The first is infill drilling. Drill holes to date are pretty 
widely spaced, which makes it impossible to track or model higher-grade components within the zone. Some 
infill holes should help illuminate whether such zones exist in a meaningful way. 

The second is trying a different assay method. Ridgeline recently realized that the assay method they were 
using may well have been underreporting the silver grade. The test work is not yet complete on this, let alone 
announced, so we shall see…but if their theory is correct, then silver grades could be 30% higher.  

Should either effort generate an oxide zone averaging something like 100 g/t silver equivalent at surface in 
Nevada, the only other question would be scale.  

Note that RDG has already defined oxide mineralization along 1.2 km strike (east-west) and 700 metres width 
and it remains open in all directions. So they will step out along strike to expand. In addition, a few months 
ago RDG acquired the results from a series of historic holes in the northwest part of the property. They were 
drilled in search of gold, but the results suggest potential that this zone might reach another kilometre to the 
north, which would make for a very wide body. 

 

 

Rokmaster Resources (TSXV: RKR; USOTC: RKMSF) 

Once it receives the needed permits, RKR will embark on an 8,000-metre surface drilling program to 
supplement the good underground work it has been doing at Revel Ridge. They say, in the kind of conservative 
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language that news releases require, that the program will focus on expanding the inferred resource area on 
the Revel Ridge deposit by stepping out along strike from the Main and Yellowjacket zones.  

That is certainly the first part of the goal. The underground workings at Revel Ridge are extensive but they 
‘only’ afford access to about a kilometre of strike. To test beyond that, Rokmaster has to drill from surface. 
And while the first holes will certainly step out from known mineralization, a surface drill effort has potential 
to change the scale of Revel Ridge, where there is evidence to suggest mineralization might continue for 
kilometres along strike.  

That kind of potential deserves immediate attention and so RKR will send rigs to the A&E and Roseberry 
targets that lie five kilometres northwest of the Main zone as part of this drill campaign. 

Should these holes hit into mineralization similar to that at Revel Ridge, it would imply significant scale. 

 

The known deposit at Revel Ridge is an incredibly consistent sheet of mineralization; the consistency was re-
confirmed with the latest underground drill campaign, wherein 85% of holes with assays back returned above-
threshold NSR gold equivalent grades (that means they returned intercepts that would be eligible for inclusion 
in a resource estimate update because they were good enough relative to the NSR-based cut-off).  
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Sassy Resources (CSE: SASY; USOTC: SSYRF) 

Gander Gold, Sassy’s Newfoundland-focused subsidiary, has dramatically expanded its holdings in the 
province, taking its land position from a sizeable 156 square kilometres to a truly district-scale 1,381 square 
kilometres. The Gander North property alone will expand 25 times over to 480 square kilometres. In addition, 
the deal includes the Cape Ray II, BLT, Carmanville, and Mt. Peyton South targets. 

The transaction consists of options on claims held by Shawn Ryan and Wildwood Exploration. Seasoned mining 
investors will recognize Ryan’s name from the “Second Yukon Gold Rush” he helped spark in the late 2000s 
and early 2010s. Ryan was something of a kingmaker during that cycle in the Yukon and as exploration 
companies swarmed Yukon he shifted focus to Newfoundland, years ahead of the recent staking frenzy that 
was triggered by New Found Gold’s high-grade discovery on the Keats zone.  

 

Sassy is doing a hard-but-good thing: they are diversifying their portfolio to hold more than just the highly 
seasonal Foremore project, where they can only work in the warm summer months. What makes a move like 
this hard is that the market almost always sees new projects as an indication that a company is souring on its 
flagship asset. It’s a silly assumption, especially when the flagship asset is so seasonal, but it nonetheless 
happens. 

Market perception be damned, Sassy has spent the winter building up a significant land position in 
Newfoundland, which as I noted is undoubtedly experiencing a gold exploration boom. This news really 
solidifies that effort. It’s also important that Sassy revealed that Gander has teed up a $1.6 non-brokered 
private placement of its own. This is important because the other reason the market dislikes when a company 
adds projects is because to advance more projects requires more cash.  
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That Sassy is doing a financing into Gander to cover the costs of acquiring and exploring these projects assures 
shareholders that Sassy will not have to raise oodles of cash to cover its operations in both BC and 
Newfoundland. The fact that they are financing via subscription receipts, which exchange into Gander shares 
when Gander lists, also add credence to Sassy’s statement that Gander will be spun out in not too long. 

 

 

Tarachi Gold (TSXV: TRG; USOTC: TRGGF) 

Tarachi reported a heck of a drill hole from Jibali, the project in the southern part of its Mulatos set of projects 
that hosts the old La Dura mine. Drill hole JAB-21-09 returned 63.4 metres grading 6.91 g/t gold, including 9.3 
metres of 17.4 g/t gold and 13.9 metres of 17.4 g/t gold (I’ll note that excluding those two higher-grade 
segments leaves a residual 23.2 metres averaging 1.5 g/t gold).  

Why didn’t a hole grading almost 7 g/t gold over 63 metres not send TRG to the moon?  

The main reason is that this hole tracked along the zone rather than across it. Tarachi was drilling from 
underground and so had to collar its holes essentially in mineralization. It then drilled a fan of holes in every 
direction from that point. This hole pointed down and east…and the zone tracks down and east. So it is not 
suggesting a zone that’s 63 metres wide. 

That said, it is suggesting nicely consistent high-grade gold mineralization along 63 metres of strike. That adds 
evidence that the zone could carry a good grade across its scale. 

The question is really around scale.  

The zone dips shallowly to the east and plunges shallowly to the south. That means it skies out (runs out of 
rock in which to exist!) not far north of the old La Dura mine. To the east the hillside drops away, so there’s 
also reasonable likelihood that it gets cut off about 150 metres to the east.  

That leaves south as the direction to chase and TRG does think the zone could continue in that direction for as 
much as 500 metres. TRG is currently drilling an array of RC holes from surface to test that, while of course 
also seeing just how far it can stretch the zone east. A few holes also returned gold again below the known 
unit, suggesting there might be a second zone below the first.  

The vertical RC holes should help illuminate scale. They might miss some of the potential grade, though, as it 
seems like vertical east-west structures are responsible for at least some of the high grade within the silicified 
unit.  

It will be really interesting to see how this zone fleshes out. Almost 7 g/t gold over 63 metres is an impressive 
result. And in this camp, where there are operating miners all around, Tarachi might only need to defined a 
small deposit to attract interest, as long as the deposit looked easy to mine and carried good grade. At this 
point, the La Dura zone fits that bill; TRG just needs to figure out how big it is (there might be room for a 
million ounces there?).  

Stepping back, TRG is also drilling the tailings deposit (repository?) at its Magistral project. That work should 
generate a resource update within six months, followed shortly by a PEA. I think that PEA could be a major 
catalyst for the stock, as the market is only giving TRG limited credit for Magistral right now.  

And fair enough: Magistral doesn’t have modern numbers to lean into and tailings projects cover such a range 
(from rock-moving exercises to money makers) that the market is waiting for some evidence that Magistral 
will work before getting excited about it. I think it will work and the excitement will come.  
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Telson Mining (TSXV: TSN; USOTC: SOHFF) 

TSN released full-year financials for the fiscal year ended Dec. 31, 2020. The company saw revenues from its 
Campo Morado operation increase by 30% to $44.4 million. It also shrunk its net loss by 60% to $11.6 million. 
Those significant improvements came on the back on increases in mine and plant production. TSN released 
these results in conjunction with its announcement that it has received US$2 million of the US$5-million silver 
stream deal it recently struck with Empress Royalty. 

These financials show that Campo Morado is already turning around. Remember, the team that is providing 
the financing solution for Telson – Accendo Banco, Endeavour Financial, and Empress – have actually been on 
site and helping to direct improvements for a year already. That work shows in these numbers, though of 
course strengthening zinc and silver prices also help! 

Tahuehueto is the flagship for most Telson investors, but I also really like Campo Morado now that it has the 
operational leadership it needs. If/when Telson decides to augment the process plant to boost precious metal 
recoveries, the mine will really start to pump cash. 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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